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2015-06-16 Beth Reekles Alex considers herself
the ultimate romantic, and Valentine's Day is
her favourite day of the year - until her
boyfriend chooses that day to break up with
her. Heartbroken and angry, Alex swears off
guys. But that's easier said than done when she
keeps bumping into smart and sexy Sean. After
all - there's no such thing as fate... right?

2020-02-10 Beth Reekles Die Fortsetzung zur
meistgeklickten Liebeskomödie auf Netflix Elle
scheint den superheißen Bad Boy Noah Flynn
gebändigt zu haben, aber jetzt gibt es ein neues
Problem: Noah ist 3000 Meilen entfernt in
Harvard, sie haben offiziell eine Fernbeziehung
– und das ist nicht einfach. Textnachrichten und
Anrufe haben schließlich ihre Grenzen. Als Elle
einen Post sieht, auf dem Noah sehr vertraut
mit einem anderen Mädchen wirkt, ist sie am
Boden zerstört. Noch dazu gibt es da Levi, den
Neuen an der Schule. Er ist nett, höflich, süß –
und ganz klar interessiert an Elle. Was kann sie
schon dagegen machen? Alle Bücher der
Kissing Booth-Reihe: The Kissing Booth (Band
1) Going the Distance (Band 2) The Beach
House - Eine Kissing Booth Geschichte (nur als
E-Book verfügbar)

2018-07-14 Alexandra Moody Bachelor: A
desirable potential boyfriend. AKA not Cole
Kingston. Seventeen-year-old Madison (Madi)
Matthews wants nothing to do with the dating
competition her school is holding to raise
money for charity. She's never been interested
in chasing a guy before and she certainly isn't
interested in competing for one in front of the
whole school. But, when Madi is voted as one of
the ten "lucky" contestants, she's given no
choice but to vie for the heart of Lincoln High's
most eligible bachelor. The problem is, they've
chosen the wrong guy. Cole Kingston might be
good looking, great with a football and
practically the king of Lincoln High, but he's
also cocky, arrogant, a serial flirt and Madi's
sworn enemy. Will she be able to resist him
though when the competition heats up and he
turns his charms on her?

2022-02 Beth Reekles One of: BuzzFeed's
Recommended Reads in February USA Today's
February Rom-Coms to Read PopSugar's
Novels for a Romantic Escape The Mary Sue's
Books to Help Process the COVID Pandemic
BookPage's 2022 preview: Most anticipated
romance Book Riot's 11 Most Anticipated New
Adult Romances for Spring 22 "Reekles’s
capable plotting toggles between apartments
and keeps readers wondering what’s next. The
result transforms the harsh realities of
quarantine into rom-com enchantment." --
Publishers Weekly For the inhabitants of
London Lane, a simple slip of paper underneath
each of their doors is about to change their
lives in a hundred different ways. URGENT!!!
Due to the current situation, building
management has decided to impose a seven-day
quarantine on all apartment buildings on
London Lane. With nowhere else to go . . .
Ethan and Charlotte wonder whether absence
really does make the heart grow fonder when
they end up on either side of a locked door. A
fierce debate over pineapple on pizza ignites a
series of revelations about Zach and Serena’s
four-year relationship. Liv realizes rolling with

the punches is sometimes much harder than it
looks after her bridesmaids’ party goes off the
rails, leaving the group at each other’s throats.
Isla and Danny’s new romance is put to the test
as they jump ten steps ahead on the
relationship timeline. And Imogen and Nate’s
one-night stand is about to get six do-overs they
never really asked for—not awkward at all.
Through make ups, breakups, love-ins, and
blowouts, friendships are tested as everyone
scrambles to make it through the week
unscathed. Amidst all the drama, one thing
remains constant: life is full of surprises.

2013 Beth Reekles A girl falls in with the
popular clique and gets a hot boyfriend when
she starts a new school, but can't help finding
herself attracted to the nerdy boy in her physics
class.

2021-08-12 Beth Reekles INSPIRED BY THE
KISSING BOOTH 3 - NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX
FILM! It started with a kiss. It ends with a
chance to rewrite the rules. For one last time,
join Elle, Noah, Lee and all your favourite
Kissing Booth characters for the conclusion to
this incredible romantic story! Summer is here,
and Elle can't wait to spend it with her two
favourite boys: Noah and Lee! Better yet, they'll
be chilling at the Flynn family beach home,
where Elle and Lee discover the Beach Bucket
List - their childhood wishlist of crazy things
they swore they'd do together before going to
college. Elle is determined to make this the best
summer ever . . . because she's facing the
hardest decision of her life. Should she move
across the country to join Noah at Harvard, or
fulfil her lifelong promise to go to college with
Lee at Berkeley? Soon, between spending time
with Noah, picking a school, and doing the
bucket list with Lee, Elle feels like she's
running around like a crazy person. But when
you decide to escape reality, eventually you're
going to have to come back to it. And maybe it's
time for Elle to stop thinking about what the
boys expect . . . and decide which future she
wants. Whose heart will break as The Kissing
Booth trilogy comes to an end?

2020-09-24 Elizabeth Seibert *The beautifully
addictive read about teenage romance, and
what happens when love gets in the way of
friendship. Thee must-read novel from wattpad
sensation Elizabeth Seibert.* Rule Number 1:
Leave no Bro behind What happens when you
have to choose between love and friendship?
It's not something Nick Maguire has ever had
to worry about. He'd never betray his best
friends, Carter and Austin, by breaking 'The
Bro Code', and he knows they'd never do the
same. They've got each others backs. That is
until Carter's sister, Eliza, returns from
Australia. Unfortunately Eliza is, basically,
incredible, and poor Nick almost immediately
falls head over heels. The two begin to form a
bond that just crackles with electricity . . . and
spells a whole lot of trouble. Nick is about to
find out that codes are made to be broken.
Elizabeth is a huge wattpad author, and #1 in a
number of categories, including Adventure,
Superhero and Humour. She has 87k followers,
is a Wattpad Star and a Featured Author.

2019-05-11 Beth Reekles Want to know what
happened to Elle and Noah straight after the

smash-hit Netflix film The Kissing Booth? Elle
Evans always spends a perfect summer full of
sun, sea and plenty of flirting at Lee and Noah's
beach house. And she can't wait to hit the
beach, even if this year, things are a little
different... Elle is now officially dating hotter-
than-hot Noah - it's amazing, and Elle's never
been happier. But Noah's leaving for Harvard
at the end of the summer - and what will
happen to them then? Meanwhile Lee's new
girlfriend, Rachel, is joining them for the
summer. Elle and Lee have always been BFFs,
but can everything stay the same with Rachel
on the scene - and with Elle now dating Lee's
big brother? Can Elle have one last perfect
summer with her two favourite boys?

2020-02-20 Beth Reekles A super-fun romantic
comedy short story, set in the world of the
bestselling The Kissing Booth - written
exclusively for World Book Day 2020! Everyone
knows it's TOUGH having a long-distance
relationship - especially when your boyfriend is
as sizzlingly hot and exciting as Noah Flynn.
Elle's thrilled her bad-boy-turned good has
made it into Harvard, but being stuck back in
Los Angeles isn't much fun without him. So
there's only one thing for it . . . a road trip to
visit! And what could be better than packing up
your best buddy's convertible sports car,
heading out on Route 66, and looking for fun
and adventure along the way? Maybe only the
person waiting for you at the other end . . .

2020-01-07 Beth Reekles THE SIZZLING
SEQUEL TO THE KISSING BOOTH THAT
INSPIRED THE NETFLIX MOVIE STARRING
JOEY KING AND JACOB ELORDI! Read the rest
of the Kissing Booth series for more fun, fresh
romance from Beth Reekles. Elle Evans seems
to have finally tamed hotter-than-hot bad boy
Noah Flynn, but now they're facing a new
challenge. Noah's 3,000 miles away at Harvard,
which means they're officially a long-distance
couple - and it's tough. After all, there's only so
much texts and calls can do- and when Elle sees
a post which suggests Noah's getting friendly
with someone else, she's devastated. On top of
that, it's hard to ignore new boy Levi. He's
gentle, sweet, cute - and definitely interested in
Elle. With her heart on the line, what's a girl to
do? Join Elle, Noah, Lee and all your favorite
Kissing Booth characters for another amazing
romantic story that's sure to have you
swooning.

2020-03-02 Kelly Anne Blount I hate you, Fuller
James. I hate your floppy hair and your lopsided
grin and those laughing blue eyes that always
seem to be laughing at me. I hate that you’re
the most popular guy in school and I’m still the
girl who sneezed and spit out her retainer on
someone at a middle school dance. It’s just
such a cliché. I hate that I’m being forced to
tutor you in English and keep it a secret from
everyone. Because otherwise it might put our
basketball team’s chances at winning State in
jeopardy, and even though I hate you, I love
basketball. I hate that it seems like you’re
keeping a secret from me...and that the more
time we spend together, the less I feel like I’m
on solid ground. Because I’m starting to realize
there’s so much more to you than meets the
eye. Underneath it all, you’re real. But what I
hate most is that I really don’t hate you at all.
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2020-01-07 Beth Reekles THE SIZZLING
SEQUEL TO THE KISSING BOOTH THAT
INSPIRED THE NETFLIX MOVIE STARRING
JOEY KING AND JACOB ELORDI! Read the rest
of the Kissing Booth series for more fun, fresh
romance from Beth Reekles. Elle Evans seems
to have finally tamed hotter-than-hot bad boy
Noah Flynn, but now they're facing a new
challenge. Noah's 3,000 miles away at Harvard,
which means they're officially a long-distance
couple - and it's tough. After all, there's only so
much texts and calls can do- and when Elle sees
a post which suggests Noah's getting friendly
with someone else, she's devastated. On top of
that, it's hard to ignore new boy Levi. He's
gentle, sweet, cute - and definitely interested in
Elle. With her heart on the line, what's a girl to
do? Join Elle, Noah, Lee and all your favorite
Kissing Booth characters for another amazing
romantic story that's sure to have you
swooning.

2022-02-01 Beth Reekles FROM THE
WORLDWIDE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE
KISSING BOOTH, A MAJOR NETFLIX HIT
'Truly wonderful and brilliant . . . Beth is
officially the new queen of hilarious rom-coms'
LUCY VINE 'Brilliant! So original, so clever, so
funny' HELLY ACTON, author of The Shelf 'This
funny, warm pandemic read is what we all need
right now!' FABULOUS magazine Five couples.
One week. A love story like no other . . . When
an apartment block is put on lockdown, its
residents are in for a whirlwind week. In Flat
14, wild and reckless Imogen is stuck living
with a one-night-stand whose name she can't
remember. Upstairs, Isla and Danny are still in
the honeymoon period, but a warts-and-all
week together so early in the relationship could
make or break their romance. Meanwhile, Zach
and Serena's steady relationship is on
tenterhooks, and pineapple on pizza might
actually be the last straw. In Flat 22, Olivia's
Maid of Honour duties are pushing her to the
edge as a wedding-planning weekend has
turned into an entire (nightmarish) week... And
speaking of weddings, this whole thing has
made Ethan realise he wants to spend the rest
of his life with Charlotte, if only he can surprise

her with the perfect proposal - and find a way
to sneak her into the building . . . From make-
ups to break-ups, one-night stands and
proposals, Love, Locked Down is the ultimate
love story. Perfect for fans of THE FLATSHARE,
OUR STOP and LOVE ACTUALLY 'Charming,
captivating, and full of fun, Beth's writing is
addictive and fizzes with energy. I loved being
locked down with Imogen and co!' Daisy
Buchanan, author of Careering 'Clever, heart-
warming and hilarious, each page of Love,
Locked Down is pure joy. Beth Reekles has
written the perfect book for these times'
Phaedra Patrick, author of THE LIBRARY OF
LOST AND FOUND 'Funny and uplifting with a
whole lot of heart' - Isla Gordon, author of THE
WEDDING PACT 'A funny, feel-good romance'
People's Friend

2020-03-09 Alexandra Moody Can a fake
relationship land her the prom date of her
dreams? Hayley Lawson has no chance of
getting a date to prom. Thanks to a rumor gone
wrong, the boys at school are all convinced
she's only interested in dating college guys. She
certainly isn't holding her breath waiting for
someone to ask her to the big dance. But, when
her long-time crush returns to town, Hayley's
hopes of landing her dream date suddenly
reignite. Owen Beck is everything she's ever
wanted in a guy, but after years of waiting, she
can't rely on fate alone to bring them together.
If she wants to go to prom with him, she's going
to have to put her heart on the line and ask him
herself. However, her promposal doesn't
exactly go to plan, and when Owen's twin
swoops in to 'save' her, she ends up in the arms
of the wrong brother. She might still have a
chance with Owen though. Ethan knows his
brother better than anyone, and he seems to
think a bit of good old fashioned jealousy might
just get Owen to ask Hayley to the prom
himself. A few weeks faking a relationship
shouldn't be too hard. After all, Ethan is
nothing compared to Owen. Right?

2020-03-08 Mickey Miller Imagine: You arrive
to college on the first day, ready to meet your
roommate in the girl's dorm.A huge mistake
puts you into the male dorm. Your roommate?

He's DJ Dalton, football star and campus
celebrity extraordinaire. You can look, but you
can't touch. Because the prettiest packages
come with the biggest consequences...Is he
panty-meltingly handsome with an attitude to
match? Sure.Do I accidentally fantasize about
him one (okay, maybe two) times? Fine, I'm
honest enough to admit it.None of that matters,
because we're opposites in all the ways that are
important for getting along as college
roommates: He comes from a perfect life and
old money. I come from a broken home and
bowls of ramen.He's at Greene State to party.
I'm here to study.He's a popular jock. I wouldn't
be caught dead playing sports.To say we get off
to a rocky start would be an
understatement.Ironically, that's what causes
our sizzling attraction to boil over one night.
But even that comes at a price.Because our
story has a twist neither of us could see
coming.One that changes both of our lives, 'till
death do us part.

2014-07-03 Beth Reekles Ashley Bennett is a
straight-A student in her junior year of high
school, and life is looking good: she's got a
boyfriend whom she loves, a group of friends
who love to party... But really, Ashley loves to
curl up at home with a good book, and she can't
wait to go to college. When junior year starts,
the life Ashley's settled into is turned upside
down - the empty house next door has finally
been sold, and moving in is Todd O'Connor...
When Ashley first meets Todd, he seems aloof
and cocky, and she's reluctant to share a ride to
school with him as her mom tells her to. As the
two get to know each other, though, Ashley
comes to realise that the mysterious, brooding
Todd O'Connor, who all the girls are swooning
over, is actually bookish and shy, and a little bit
lonely. His parents split up and he has moved
away from his mother to live with his father,
and since then Todd has mostly kept to himself,
his books, and his guitar. And as Todd gets to
know Ashley, he forces her to realise that her
relationship with her boyfriend, Josh, isn't
really making her happy - Josh is selfish,
arrogant, and domineering. Will Ashley find the
courage to forge her own path?
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